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This year La bèl will turn 5 years old and we wanted to celebrate its birthday 
by publishing a La bèl compilation with all the artists that collaborated with 

us during these years. 
The idea is to ask each one of their for a "pop" track, leaving complete 

freedom to their personal interpretation of this word. 
We think this would be a nice idea, since hardly any of their works within the 

'pop' scene. 
"La bèl pop" (fifth anniversary compilation) is the final outcome of this 

experiment. 
This compilation is published to coincide with the first

Netlabel Day

On July 14, every single netlabel around the world is invited to join us in the 
first Netlabel Day ever, and you can be part of this.

A netlabel works on the Internet to let you know about the best independent 
music, and for supporting independent musicians from all over the world... So it 

is time to celebrate it!

We are gonna release free and independent music in high quality format, thanks 
to our 80 participating labels from all around the world. Also, we have more 

than 13 unsigned and independent artists that will be releasing new and original 
stuff too, so there's a lot of free music coming!

Netlabel Day is an initiative by the Chilean netlabel, M.I.S.T. Records.

http://netlabelday.blogspot.it/p/home.html


TRACKLIST:

01. Alessandro Coronas/Laura Mura - "Nina Goes Abroad"

02. Plusplus - "nu pop2"

03. Summerfugl - "Where has she gone"

04. Madoka Ogitani - "Ibuki"

05. N-qia - "Wheel of time"

06. Elisa Luu - "Outsider girl"

07. Jonsson Gille & F.S.Blumm - "Lets Get lost"

08. Red Trees - "Woman"

09. Neeva feat Carol - "Early bird"

10. Andrè D. - Frank Wilke - "Lost Umbrella"

11. Di Bos - "Lucy's headphones"

12. Adriano Orrù - "Young at heart"

13. Daniele Pasini/Raffaele Pilia - "Memoria d'azzurro"

14. Soni Sfardati - "Evidence_7127SS"

15. Medo's Little Trap - "Per uomini in pensione"

16. Menion - "Point of no return"

Artwork & cake by Di Bos, Mati Bos & Cami Bos.



Follow us!

https://www.facebook.com/pages/La-b%C3%A8l-netlabel/108790682495445
https://twitter.com/Labelnetlabel
http://labelnetlabel.bandcamp.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/LaBelNetlabelVideo?feature=mhum
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+Lab%C3%A8lnetlabel/posts/p/pub
http://archive.org/services/collection-rss.php?collection=labelnetlabel

